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Welcome to the MagnaGrafik catalogue. We specialize in unique aftermarket graphics, hood stripes, and stone guards
designed to enhance your sports car. We offer our products in both traditional vinyl and high energy magnetic material.
Magnetic decals open up a whole new world of options to the auto enthusiast who normally wouldn’t put a traditional
vinyl decal on their car. Our graphics come in many colors as well as Black Carbon Fiber for a contemporary look. Our products
are precision machine cut and are made to fit your automobile. We also offer a custom livery design service for your racecar.
Because each order is custom made, please allow 5-7 days production time. Orders are shipped via USPS Priority Mail.
Please e-mail us with your questions at: info@magnagrafik.com. Our catalogue is being updated with new products every
day. If you have any ideas we would love to hear from you. We would love to craft a custom piece for your car. It’s truly
amazing what the right graphic can do for your car.
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We hope you enjoy our products as much as we do.
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racing liveries
“Designing and printing racing liveries is one of our passions. Whether it is an historic reproduction for the Cayman Interseries
or a totally new concept, we derive a lot of satisfaction when we exceed our customers expectations. Our design philosophy
is to compliment the lines of the car not change them.” Dan Porter/Chief Stylist

MagnaGrafik at Daytona
Racing in Grand Am’s Continental
Series the Trade Manage and DeMan
Motorsport Boxsters carry liveries
styled by MagnaGrafik.

MagnaGrafik in the Cayman
Interseries.
Racing in the Cayman Interseries
these cars carry classic Martini
liveries styled by MagnaGrafik.
The top car is styled after the first
936 called the “Black Widow”.
The bottom car is styled after the
famous 935/78 “Moby Dick”.

MagnaGrafik LTD, 3757 Harvard Acres, Cincinnati, OH USA 45227 - phone (513) 503-6985, fax (513) 271-8162
copyright © 2009 MagnaGrafik LTD

racing liveries

MagnaGrafik in the Patron Series
These 2011 GT3 Cup cars are racing
in IMSA’s GT3 Challenge Series under
the Wright Motorsports banner.

RJR Racing Group: Rene Robichaud/Driver

SageWater Racing Team: John Ellis/Driver

MagnaGrafik LTD, 3757 Harvard Acres, Cincinnati, OH USA 45227 - phone (513) 503-6985, fax (513) 271-8162
copyright © 2009 MagnaGrafik LTD
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Classic 3 Stripe Boxster Decals
Updated three stripe graphic. Fits all Boxster models. Available in vinyl and
magnetic. We do offer custom color if you don’t see what your looking for.
white

yellow

orange

silver

red

lt. blue blue

carbon fiber

black

Classic 1 Stripe Boxster Decals
Modeled after the classic Carrera graphic from the 70’s. Creates a retro look
for the Boxster. Fits all Boxster models. Available in vinyl and magnetic.

white

yellow

orange

silver

red

lt. blue blue

carbon fiber

black

Magnetic Black...$175 set (B3S-MAG-BLK)
Magnetic Color...... $225 set.(B3S-MAG-Color)
Magnetic Carbon Fiber..$250 set.(B3S-MAG-CF)
Vinyl Decals.............$150 set. (B3S-V-Color)
Vinyl Carbon Fiber.......$175 set. (B3S-V-CF)
(Ask about our custom color match.)

Magnetic Black...$175 set. B1S-MAG-BLK
Magnetic Color..... $225 set. B1S-MAG-(color)
Magnetic Carbon Fiber..$250 set. B1S-MAG-CF
Vinyl Decals..............$150 set. B1S-V-(color)
Vinyl Carbon Fiber.......$175 set. B1S-V-CF
(Ask about our custom color match.)

copyright © 2009 MagnaGrafik LTD

Magnetic
Classic Carrera
Decals Info@MagnaGrafik.com
For Questions or to place
an Order:
e-mail:

graphics
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Classic 3 Stripe Cayman Graphic
Updated version of classic three stripe graphic. Available in vinyl and magnetic.
Fits all Cayman models.
white

yellow

orange

silver

red

lt. blue blue

carbon fiber

black

Magnetic Black...$175 set. C3S-MAG-BLK
Magnetic (red,silver,white...) $225 set. C3S-MAG-(color)
Magnetic Carbon Fiber..$250 set. C3S-MAG-CF
Vinyl (red,silver,white...)...$150 set. C3S-V-(color)
Vinyl Carbon Fiber.......$175 set. C3S-V-CF
*custom color match available.

Black Magnetic shown in photo.

Carrera Style Cayman Graphic
Styled after the classic “Carrera” script of the 70’s. Gives the Cayman an old school
retro look. Available in vinyl or magnetic. Template and instructions included.
white

yellow

orange

silver

Magnetic Classic Carrera Decals
red

lt. blue blue

carbon fiber

black

Magnetic Black...$175 set. C1S-MAG-BLK
Magnetic (red,silver,white...) $225 set. C1S-MAG-(color)
Magnetic Carbon Fiber..$250 set. C1S-MAG-CF
Vinyl (red,silver,white...)...$150 set. C1S-V-(color)
Vinyl Carbon Fiber.......$175 set. C1S-V-CF
*custom color match available.

For Questions or to place an Order: e-mail: Info@MagnaGrafik.com
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Magnetic black shown in photo.

copyright © 2009 MagnaGrafik LTD

Turbo Stripe Graphic: Magnetic or Vinyl
Magnetic decals fits turbo’s up to 996TT. Vinyl decals fit all Turbo models. Works with or without
stone guards. Also fits 944 Turbo’s. Comes with instructions and template for proper placement.
Some trimming required at doors and wheel wells. Dimensions: 66” wide x 5.85” high.
white

yellow

orange

silver

red

lt. blue blue

carbon fiber

black

Magnetic Black...$185 set. TS-MAG-BLK
Magnetic (color) $225 set. TS-MAG-(color)
Magnetic Carbon Fiber..$250 set. TS-MAG-CF
Vinyl (color)...$150 set. TS-V-(color)
Vinyl Carbon Fiber.......$175 set. TS-V-CF
*custom color match available.

Magnetic black shown in photo.

Classic Carrera Stripe Graphics: Magnetic or Vinyl
Exact reproduction of the timeless classic script from the 70’s. Magnetic decals fit all 911
models with steel doors. Vinyl decals fit all 911’s. This graphic looks great on newer 911’s as
well (see gallery for more photos). Dimensions: Measures 66” wide x 6.1” high.

white

yellow

orange

silver

red

Magnetic Classic Carrera Decals

lt. blue blue

carbon fiber

Magnetic Black...$185 set. item: CS-MAG-BLK
Magnetic (Color) $225 set. CS-MAG-(color)
Magnetic Carbon Fiber..$250 set. CS-MAG-CF
Vinyl (Color)...$150 set. CS-V-(color)
Vinyl Carbon Fiber.......$175 set. CS-V-CF
*custom color match available.

black

For Questions or to place an Order: e-mail: Info@MagnaGrafik.com

graphics
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Classic Porsche Stripe: Magnetic or Vinyl

Magnetic Black...$150 set. P1S-MAG-BLK
Magnetic (Color) $200 set. P1S-MAG-(color)
Magnetic
set. B3S-MAG-BLK
MagneticBlack...$185
Carbon Fiber..$225
set. P1S-MAG-CF
Magnetic
(red,silver,white)
$225 set. B3S-MAG-(color)
Vinyl (Color)...$150
set. P1S-V-(color)
Magnetic
Carbon
Fiber..$250 set.
Vinyl Carbon
Fiber.......$175
set.B3S-MAG-CF
P1S-V-CF
Vinyl
(red,silver,white)...$150
set. B3S-V-(color)
*custom
color match available.
Vinyl Carbon Fiber.......$175 set. B3S-V-CF
*custom color match available.

Originally introduced in 1974. This updated graphic fits all Porsche models.
Magnetic
works with
unit steel
doors.Magnetic
Available in
Classic
3 Stripe
Boxster
Decals:
orblack,red,
Vinyl silver, white
and
black
carbon
fiber.
Additional
colors
available
upon
request.
Magnetic
Fits all Boxster models. Available in black, red, silver,
white
and
graphics include template for perfect placement.

carbon fiber. Additional colors available.
white

yellow

orange

silver

red

lt. blue blue

carbon fiber

black

Carrera 3 Stripe
This contemporary graphic fits all Carrera models. Available in vinyl or
magnetic. Come with installation instructions. If you choose magnetic be sure
to check if your doors are steel.
white

yellow

orange

silver

red

lt. blue blue

carbon fiber

black

Magnetic Black...$175 set. CAR3S-MAG-BLK
Magnetic (Color) $200 set. CAR3S-MAG-(color)
Magnetic Carbon Fiber..$225 set. CAR3S-MAG-CF
Vinyl (Color)...$150 set. CAR3S-V-(color)
Vinyl Carbon Fiber.......$175 set. CAR3S-V-CF
*custom color match available.

Magnetic Classic Carrera Decals

For Questions or to place an Order: e-mail: Info@MagnaGrafik.com
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1970 Classic Porsche 3 Stripe:
Through3 the
yearsBoxster
the Porsche
scriptMagnetic
has evolvedortoVinyl
it’s current form. This script
Classic
Stripe
Decals:
wasFits
used
on
street
and
competition
cars
in
the
60’s
and
70’s.
Theseand
are the
all Boxster models. Available in black, red,early
silver,
white
stripes you will want to use if you are restoring or backdating and want to capture
carbon fiber. Additional colors available.
the look and feel of that period in Porsche’s history.

Carrera Contemporary Stripe
This contemporary graphic fits all Carrera models. Available in vinyl or
magnetic. Come with installation instructions. If you choose magnetic be sure
to check if your doors are steel. Measures 58” x 5” high.
white

yellow

orange

silver

red

lt. blue blue

carbon fiber

Magnetic Black...$150 set. P3SC-MAG-BLK
Magnetic (Color) $200 set. P3SC-MAG-(color)
Magnetic Black...$185 set. B3S-MAG-BLK
Vinyl (Color)...$150 set. P3SC-V-(color)
Magnetic (red,silver,white) $225 set. B3S-MAG-(color)
*custom color match available.
Magnetic Carbon Fiber..$250 set. B3S-MAG-CF
Vinyl (red,silver,white)...$150 set. B3S-V-(color)
Carbon
set. blue
B3S-V-CF
carbon fiber black
whiteVinyl
yellow
orange Fiber.......$175
silver
red
lt. blue
*custom color match available.

Magnetic Black...$175 set. CCS-MAG-BLK
Magnetic (Color) $200 set. CCS-MAG-(color)
Magnetic Carbon Fiber..$225 set. CCS-MAG-CF
Vinyl (Color)...$150 set. CAR3S-V-(color)
Vinyl Carbon Fiber.......$175 set. CCS-V-CF
*custom color match available.

black

Magnetic Classic Carrera Decals

For Questions or to place an Order: e-mail: Info@MagnaGrafik.com

hood stripes
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Magnetic & Vinyl Hood Stripes

Designed to enhance and protect
Mayour Porsche. These hood stripes offer protection from debris kicked up
on road or track. Magnetic version install in seconds and can be removed and re-installed over and over.
Speed rated to over 140 mph these stripes will not budge, even in competition. Precision machine cut to
exacting standards. Standard Magnetic versions come in matte black. Graphic versions allow hood to show
through. Like all our graphics, they are also available in 3M black carbon fiber and almost any color.
Magnetic version fits all 911’s with steel hoods. Paintwork shows through on graphic versions. This is a great
way to make your car stand out from the rest. Also available in traditional vinyl. You won’t be dissapointed.

Styles

HS-M-001
Plain

HS-M-002
Porsche Negative

HS-M-003
Porsche Positive

HS-M-006
“Safety Paint”

HS-M-004
Carrera

HS-M-005
Turbo

Matte Black...$150
Black Carbon Fiber...$250
Select Color...$225
Vinyl....$125

Matte Black...$175
Black Carbon Fiber...$250
Vinyl Carbon Fiber...$200
Select Color...$225
Vinyl....$150

Matte Black...$175
Black Carbon Fiber...$250
Vinyl Carbon Fiber...$200
Select Color...$225
Vinyl.....$150

Matte Black...$175
Black Carbon Fiber...$250
Vinyl Carbon Fiber...$200
Select Color...$225
Vinyl.....$150

Matte Black...$175
Black Carbon Fiber...$250
Vinyl Carbon Fiber....$200
Select Color...$225
Vinyl....$150

Matte Black...$175
Black Carbon Fiber...$250
Vinyl Carbon Fiber...$200
Select Color...$225
Vinyl....$150

white

yellow

orange

silver

red

lt. blue blue

Magnetic Classic Carrera Decals

carbon fiber

black

*Ask about our design service. We can make a custom hood stripe for your company, club or organization.

For Questions or to place an Order: e-mail: Info@MagnaGrafik.com

historic
magnetic
stripes
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When you think of beautiful racing liveries what comes to mind? JPS Lotus,
John Wyer Gulf, Rothman’s or Ferrari Red paint schemes would all be on my
greats list. But my all-time favorite would have to be the Martini Porsches of the
70’s. Has there ever been a more attractive livery on a race car? You decide.
Now you can transform your Porsche into a racing legend while protecting your
hood from stones and debris. Because they are Magnetic, you have the option of
removing them when you want, without the commitment of a permanent decal. Magnetic stripes will even work with
your sunroof. These stripes are speed rated to 140 mph so they won’t fly off. These look great on white, silver, red
and black cars. They will fit on all Porsche’s with steel hoods. We also offer the option of vinyl if you choose. These
hood and roof stripes will send chills up your spine every time you walk into your garage. I know from experience.
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Martini/MB
Magnetic...$75
Vinyl....$50
2 piece set.
(measures 15”x 7”)

1
MARTINI RACING
HS/R-M-935A
(with number)

HS/R-M-935B
(w/o number)

HS/R-M-908A
(with number)

HS/R-M-908B
(w/o number)

Magnetic Hood Stripe...$250.
Magnetic Hood & Roof Stripes...$325
Vinyl Hood/Roof/Tail Stripes...$350
Please specify Number.

Magnetic Hood Stripe...$250.
Magnetic Hood & Roof Stripes...$325
Vinyl Hood/Roof/Tail Stripes...$350

Magnetic Hood Stripe...$275. (3 Piece)
Magnetic Hood & Roof Stripes...$350 (4 Piece)
Vinyl Hood/Roof/Tail Stripes...$375
Please specify Number.

Magnetic Hood Stripe...$275. (3 Piece)
Magnetic Hood & Roof Stripes...$350 (4 Piece)
Vinyl Hood/Roof/Tail Stripes...$375

Each stripe set is manufactured with highMagnetic
qualityClassic
10 year
vinyl
laminated for longer life. In other words,
Carrera
Decals
if your car is garaged these will last a lifetime. We also offer stripes to cover the full length of your car.

For Questions or to Place an Order: info@magnagrafik.com

historic
stripes

page 8

In 1976 Porsche began testing a new a race car. To keep this car a secret then CEO Ernst Fuhrman ordered
the car painted black. Perhaps onlookers would think it was a “Shadow”. The car was the 936/76 and it
would go on to win the World Manufacturers Championship that year. The 936 raced only once in this
livery at the Nurburgring 300KM. Appropriately nicknamed “The Black Widow”. These stripes look
devastating on black cars. Available in high energy Magnetic and 3M Vinyl.

Martini/MB
Magnetic...$75
Vinyl....$50
2 piece set.
(measures 15”x 7”)

HS/R-M-936A
(with number)

HS/R-M-936B
(w/o number)

Magnetic Hood Stripe...$250.
Magnetic Hood & Roof Stripes...$325
Vinyl Hood/Roof/Tail Stripes...$350
Please specify Number.

Magnetic Hood Stripe...$250
Magnetic Hood & Roof Stripes...$325
Vinyl Hood/Roof/Tail Stripes....$350

Each stripe set is manufactured with high quality 10 year vinyl laminated for longer life. In other words,
if your car is garaged these will last a lifetime. We also offer stripes to cover the full length of your car.

For Questions or to Place an Order: info@magnagrafik.com

historic
historic
magnetic
stripes
stripes
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Vinyl Martini Stripes shown on ‘89 930.

Martini Style Side Stripes in Vinyl
These stripes are styled after the famous Martini Porsche 935/76. Designed to fit the
Porsche 911 Turbo (type 930) these will also fit M491 911’s, RSR wide body and 965’s.
These stripes were featured on white, silver, red and black (936-76 “Black Widow”).
We add a white outline (see diagram below) for the “Black Widow” version to be
historically accurate. We produce these stripes in 3M vinyl and laminate high gloss
for a “painted on” look. All our vinyl comes pre-masked ready for installation. We
also provide extra striping to make install easier.

Martini Side/Rear Stripes.......................................$395.95 set.(935SS-V)
Martini (*Black Widow) Side/Rear Stripes...................$395.95 set.(936SS-V)

Martini Stripes for light
color cars.

* Black Widow

(Fits 930, 911-M491, 965 and RSR wide bodies)

Magnetic Classic Carrera Decals

historic
historic
magnetic
stripes
stripes

page 12
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Vinyl Martini Stripes shown on 2007 GT3.

Martini Style Side Stripes in Vinyl
These stripes are styled after the famous Martini Porsche 935/76. Designed to fit
Porsche 996 and 997 models. These stripes were featured on white, silver, red and
black (936-76 “Black Widow”) racecars. Black widow stripes are done with a white
outline (see diagram below) to be historically accurate. We produce these stripes
in 3M vinyl and laminate high gloss for a “painted on” look. All our vinyl comes
pre-masked ready for installation. We provide extra overlap to make install easier.

Martini Side/Rear Stripes.......................................$395.95 set.(997SS-V)
Martini (*Black Widow) Side/Rear Stripes...................$395.95 set.(997SS-V)

Martini Stripes for light
color cars.

* Black Widow

Magnetic Classic Carrera Decals

historic
historic
magnetic
stone
guards
stripes
stripes

page 16
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11
page

Vinyl Martini Stripes shown on a Cayman Interseries car.

Martini Style Side Stripes in Vinyl
These stripes are styled after the famous Martini Porsches of the 70’s. Designed to fit
Porsche Boxster and Cayman models. These stripes were featured on white, silver,
red and black (936-76 “Black Widow”) racecars. Black widow stripes are done with
a white outline (see diagram below) to be historically accurate. We produce these
stripes in 3M vinyl and laminate high gloss for a “painted on” look. All our vinyl comes
pre-masked ready for installation. We provide extra stripes to make install easier.

Martini Side/Rear Stripes.......................................$395.95 set.(987SS-V)
Martini (*Black Widow) Side/Rear Stripes...................$395.95 set.(987SS-V)

(Fits all Boxster and Cayman body styles)

Martini Stripes for light
color cars.

* Black Widow

For Questions or to Place an Order: info@magnagrafik.com

historic
magnetic
stripes
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Gulf racing stripes would have to be the most recognizable racing livery of the
70’s. Just how many times have I watched the movie LeMans and admired those
stripes? Too many to count. John Wyer’s powder blue and orange cars graced
race tracks in the U.S and Europe. Now they can grace your car.
You can transform your Porsche into a racing legend while protecting your
hood from stones and debris. Because they are Magnetic, you have the option of
removing them when you want, without the commitment of a permanent decal. Magnetic stripes will even work with
your sunroof. These stripes are speed rated to 140 mph so they won’t fly off. They will fit on all 911’s with steel hoods.
We also offer the option of vinyl if you choose. Compliment your stripes with a matching pair of Gulf logos for your
doors for that finishing touch.
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Gulf/MB
Magnetic...$65
Vinyl....$40
2 piece set.
(measures 10.5” x 10”)

HS/R-M-917A
(with number)

HS/R-M-917B
(w/o number)

HS/R-M-908/3
(w/o number)

HS/R-M-908/3
(with number)

Magnetic Hood Stripe...$250.
Magnetic Hood & Roof Stripes...$325
Vinyl Stripe Kit....$350
Please specify Number.

Magnetic Hood Stripe...$250.
Magnetic Hood & Roof Stripes...$325
Vinyl Stripe Kit....$350

Magnetic Hood Stripe...$275. (2 Piece)
Magnetic Hood & Roof Stripes...$350 (3 Piece)
Vinyl Stripe Kit....$350

Magnetic Hood Stripe...$275. (2 Piece)
Magnetic Hood & Roof Stripes...$350 (3 Piece)
Vinyl Stripe Kit....$350
Please specify Number.

Carrera
Decals
Each stripe set is manufactured with highMagnetic
qualityClassic
10 year
vinyl
laminated for longer life. In other words,
if your car is garaged these will last a lifetime. We also offer stripes to cover the full length of your car.

For Questions or to Place an Order: info@magnagrafik.com

historic
magnetic
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Gulf racing stripes would have to be the most recognizable racing livery of the
70’s. Just how many times have I watched the movie LeMans and admired those
stripes? Too many to count. John Wyer’s powder blue and orange cars graced
race tracks in the U.S and Europe. Now they can grace your car.
You can transform your Porsche into a racing legend while protecting your
hood from stones and debris. Because they are Magnetic, you have the option of
removing them when you want, without the commitment of a permanent decal. Magnetic stripes will even work with
your sunroof. These stripes are speed rated to 140 mph so they won’t fly off. They will fit on all 911’s with steel hoods.
We also offer the option of vinyl if you choose. Compliment your stripes with a matching pair of Gulf logos for your
doors for that finishing touch.
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Gulf/MB
Magnetic...$65
Vinyl....$40
2 piece set.
(measures 10.5” x 10”)

HS/R-M-917C
(with number)

HS/R-M-917D
(w/o number)

HS/R-M-908/3B
(w/o number)

HS/R-M-908/3B
(with number)

Magnetic Hood Stripe...$250.
Magnetic Hood & Roof Stripes...$325
Vinyl Stripe Kits Available
Please specify Number.

Magnetic Hood Stripe...$250.
Magnetic Hood & Roof Stripes...$325
Vinyl Stripe Kits Available

Magnetic Hood Stripe...$275. (2 Piece)
Magnetic Hood & Roof Stripes...$350 (3 Piece)
Vinyl Stripe Kits Available
Please specify Number.

Magnetic Hood Stripe...$275. (2 Piece)
Magnetic Hood & Roof Stripes...$350 (3 Piece)
Vinyl Stripe Kits Available

Each stripe set is manufactured with highMagnetic
qualityClassic
10 year
vinyl
laminated for longer life. In other words,
Carrera
Decals
if your car is garaged these will last a lifetime. We also offer stripes to cover the full length of your car.

For Questions or to Place an Order: info@magnagrafik.com

historic
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When you think of beautiful racing liveries what comes to mind? JPS Lotus,
John Wyer Gulf, Rothman’s or Ferrari Red paint schemes would all be on my
greats list. During the 80’s the Rothman’s Porsches had my attention...these
stripes are guaranteed to get attention!
Now you can transform your Porsche into a racing legend while protecting your
hood from stones and debris. Because they are Magnetic, you have the option of
removing them when you want, without the commitment of a permanent decal. Magnetic stripes will even work with
your sunroof. These stripes are speed rated to 140 mph so they won’t fly off. They will fit on all 911’s with steel
hoods. We also offer the option of vinyl if you choose. These hood and roof stripes will transform your car!
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RACING

RACING

Rothmans/MB
Magnetic...$95
Vinyl....$75
2 piece set.
(measures 15” x 8”)

RACING

HS/R-M-956A
Magnetic Hood Stripe...$250
Magnetic Hood & Roof Stripes $350.
Vinyl....$275
2 piece set.

RACING

RACING

Rothmans

Rothmans

HS/R-M-956B

HS/R-M-956C

Magnetic Hood Stripe...$300
Magnetic Hood & Roof Stripes $400.
Vinyl....$325
Please specify Number.
2 piece set.

Magnetic Hood Stripe...$300
Magnetic Hood & Roof Stripes $400.
Vinyl....$325
Please specify Number.
2 piece set.

(completely covers lower hood)

(completely covers lower hood)

Each stripe set is manufactured with highMagnetic
qualityClassic
10 year
vinyl
laminated for longer life. In other words,
Carrera
Decals
if your car is garaged these will last a lifetime. We also offer stripes to cover the full length of your car.

For Questions or to Place an Order: info@magnagrafik.com

deutsche
stripes

page 15
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I wish I could take credit for this one, but I can’t. Jeremy G. up in the great white north had this idea.
It pays to listen to your customers...and this color combination was a great idea. What a dynamite look
for your Porsche. I can’t think of a more Germanic set of stripes for the finest of German sportscars.
Each set is manufactured from 3M vinyl and high energy magnetic material. We offer stripes for the hood
or the entire length of your car. The horse represented below originates from Stuttgart not Maranello.

Deutsche Hood Stripe Plain
Magnetic...$250 (DHS-M-1)
Vinyl....$150 (DHS-V-1)
Please specify Number.

Deutsche Hood Stripe - Eagle
Magnetic...$250 (DHS-M-2)
Vinyl....$150 (DHS-V-2)
Please specify Number.

Deutsche Hood Stripe - Horse
Magnetic...$250 (DHS-M-3)
Vinyl....$150 (DHS-V-3)
Please specify Number.

Deutsche Hood Stripe - Carrera
Magnetic...$250 (DHS-M-4)
Vinyl....$150 (DHS-V-4)
Please specify Number.
We can produce without horse.

Deutsche Hood Stripe - Porsche
Magnetic...$250 (DHS-M-5)
Vinyl....$150 (DHS-V-5)
Please specify Number.

Each stripe set is manufactured with highMagnetic
qualityClassic
10 year
vinyl
laminated for longer life. In other words,
Carrera
Decals
if your car is garaged these will last a lifetime. We also offer stripes to cover the full length of your car.

For Questions or to Place an Order: info@magnagrafik.com
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Instantly recognizable to the Porsche enthusiast, these number plates are based on the famous Martini
cars of the 70’s. We produce these decals in both traditional vinyl and high energy magnetic for the
weekend warrior. Each is oversized making a bold statement. We use only the best products from 3M
and laminate high gloss for that “painted-on” look. Our magnetic versions feature high energy material
speed rated to 140 mph. Pricing includes pre-production art proof for your approval. Please indicate
number when ordering.

935

RSR

Magnetic: NPM-935...$179.95 set
Vinyl: NPV-935...$129.95 set
(Measures 19”x 21” wide)
* please indicate number.

Magnetic: NPM-RSR...$194.95 set
Vinyl: NPV-RSR...$129.95 set
(Measures 17”x 28” wide)
* please indicate number.

917-N

917

Magnetic: NPM-917N...$179.95 set
Vinyl: NPV-917N...$129.95 set
(Measures 17”x 23” wide)
* please indicate number.

Magnetic: NPM-917...$179.95 set
Vinyl: NPV-917...$129.95 set
(Measures 17”x 23” wide)

Magnetic Classic Carrera Decals
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Instantly recognizable to the Porsche
these number plates beckon one back to the glorious
c Centhusiast,
neti
g
a
M
Gulf/Wyer cars of the 70’s. We produce these decals in traditional vinyl and magnetic versions for the
weekend warrior. Each is oversized making a bold statement. We use only the best products from 3M
and laminate high gloss for that “painted-on” look. Our magnetic versions feature high energy material
speed rated to 140+ mph. No racers tape needed to keep these in place. Please indicate number when
ordering.

Targa
Magnetic: NPM-Targa...$189.95 set
Vinyl: NPV-Targa...$139.95 set
(Measures 13” by 29” wide)
* please indicate number.

LeMans
Magnetic: NPM-LeMans...$189.95 set
Vinyl: NPV-LeMans...$139.95 set
(Measures 13” by 28” wide)
* please indicate number.

Nurburgring
Magnetic: NPM-Ring...$189.95 set
Vinyl: NPV-Ring...$139.95 set
(Measures 12” by 29” wide)
* please indicate number.

Spa
Magnetic: NPM-Spa...$179.95 set
Vinyl: NPV-Spa...$129.95 set
(Measures 17” by 26” wide)
* please indicate number.

Flugplatz

Magnetic Classic Carrera Decals

Magnetic: NPM-Flugplatz...$189.95 set
Vinyl: NPV-Flugplatz...$139.95 set
(Measures 12” by 29” wide)
* please indicate number.

For Questions or to place an Order: e-mail: Info@MagnaGrafik.com

supercup
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During the mid 90’s these funky but cool number plates graced the doors and hoods of the SuperCup cars.
Each represented the national colors of the driver that participated in the series. We produce these decals
in both traditional vinyl and high energy magnetic for the weekend warrior. We use only the best products
from 3M and laminate in high gloss for that “painted-on” look. Each measures 17” by 31” wide. Magnetic
decals are high energy and are speed rated to 140+ mph. You are going to love how these look on your car.
Please indicate number desired when ordering..............Magnetic Set (2) $195.95........Vinyl Set (2) $149.95
Germany
Magnetic: NPM-SC-GDR
Vinyl: NPV-SC-GDR

Europe
Magnetic: NPM-SC-EU
Vinyl: NPV-SC-EU

France
Magnetic: NPM-SC-FR
Vinyl: NPV-SC-FR

England
Magnetic: NPM-SC-UK
Vinyl: NPV-SC-UK

Canada
Magnetic: NPM-SC-CAN
Vinyl: NPV-SC-CAN

United States
Magnetic: NPM-SC-US
Vinyl: NPV-SC-US

Magnetic Classic Carrera Decals

For Questions or to place an Order: e-mail: Info@MagnaGrafik.com
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Magnetic: NPM-JM3...$165.95 set
Vinyl: NPV-JM3...$135.95 set
(Measures 17”x 26” wide)
* please indicate number.
Magnetic: NPM-JM1...$159.95 set
Vinyl: NPV-JM1...$129.95 set
(Measures 18”x 17.5” wide)
* please indicate number.

Magnetic: NPM-JM4...$195.95 set
Vinyl: NPV-JM4...$165.95 set
(Measures 17”x 37” wide)
* please indicate number.

Magnetic: NPM-JM2...$159.95 set
Vinyl: NPV-JM...$129.95 set
(Measures 18”x 15.5” wide)
* please indicate number.
Magnetic: NPM-JM5...$195.95 set
Vinyl: NPV-JM5...$165.95 set
(Measures 17”x 37” wide)
* please indicate number.

52
52

52

For Questions or to place an Order: e-mail: Info@MagnaGrafik.com
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We produce these decals in traditional vinyl and magnetic versions for the
weekend warrior. Each is OVERSIZED making a BOLD statement. We use the
best products from 3M and laminate high gloss for that “painted-on” look.
Our magnetic versions feature high energy material speed rated to 140+ mph.
No racers tape needed to keep these in place. We can also produce these in
custom colors to match your color scheme. Each measures 17”h x 17.5” w.
Magnetic....$139.95 set. Vinyl.....$119.95 (Please indicate number and style
when ordering).

NP-964CC

NP-987C

NP-997CC

NP-930

NP-944TC

NP-997TT

NP-MS

NP-GT3Cup

NP-P-B

For Questions or to Place an Order: info@magnagrafik.com
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987c Magnetic Gloss with Porsche Script

Cayman Magnetic Stone Guards
We call these stone guards for your stone guards. Precision cut from high energy
material. These stone guards mount right over the existing SG’s in seconds. Twice
the size of the factory guards these are perfect for track events or long trips.
These were designed for high speed applications and will not (if mounted properly)
fly off. Available in matte black, gloss black, gloss black with red Porsche and
Black Carbon Fiber. We use only the best products from 3M for the finest of
German sportscars.

Matte Black...................................................$59.95 set.(987C-SG-M)
Gloss Black....................................................$64.95 set.(987C-SG-G)
Gloss Black with Porsche script in Red...................$64.95 set.(987C-SG-GP)
Black Carbon Fiber...........................................$69.95 set.(987C-SG-CF)
Gloss Black with Script

(Fits All Caymans)

987 Boxster Magnetic Stone Guards
These stones guards protect your factory SG’s. Precision cut from high energy
material. These stone guards mount right over the existing SG’s in seconds. Twice
the size of the factory guards these are perfect for track events or long trips.
These were designed for high speed applications and will not (if mounted properly)
fly off. Available in matte black, gloss black, gloss black with red Porsche and
Black Carbon Fiber. We use only the best products from 3M for the finest of
German sportscars.

Black Carbon Fiber - 987

Matte Black...................................................$59.95 set.(987-SG-M)
Gloss Black....................................................$64.95 set.(987-SG-G)
Gloss Black with Porsche script in Red...................$64.95 set.(987-SG-GP)
Black Carbon Fiber...........................................$69.95 set.(987-SG-CF)

986 Boxster Magnetic Stone Guards
Matte Black..................................$59.95 set.(986-SG-M)
Gloss Black...................................$64.95 set.(986-SG-G)
Gloss Black with Porsche script.........$64.95 set.(986-SG-GP)
Black Carbon Fiber........................$69.95 set.(986-SG-CF)
Gloss Black with Script

stone guards
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“Excellent product.. Both in design and execution. Installation was a snap, literally.
Your magnetic stone-guards will make easy work of accessing my torsion bars should the need arise.”
Jack W. (1984 Carrera M491)
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Gloss Black stone guards shown above on Jack’s ‘84 “Turbo Look”

Magnetic Stone Guards (Fits 911,930 1964-1989)
Patterned from the original oem product for perfect fit. Precision cut from high
energy material. Speed rated to 150 mph. These stone guards allow access to your
torsion bars without the hassel of pealing off your old vinyl. Perfect for long
trips or track events. They install in seconds. Available for both wide and narrow
body 911’s (1964-1989). Narrow body stone guards are patterned from the turbo
versions and are not the skinny fins you may have seen. Available in matte black,
gloss black and black carbon fiber laminate. Please specify when ordering.

Matte Black...................................................$50 set.(SG-MAG-MATTE)
Gloss Black....................................................$50 set.(SG-MAG-GLOSS)
Carbon Fiber.......................................................$75 set.(SG-MAG-CF)
Matte Black on 930

(Please specify narrow body or wide body when ordering.)

Magnetic Stone Guards (993, 996 and 997)
These offer more protection than the clear film intalled on your car at the factory
and will not yellow over time. Perfect for long trips or track events. Stone guards
install in seconds and give your Porsche an aggressive look. These will stick over
your factory guards. Available in matte black, gloss black and black carbon fiber.

Matte Black...................................................$59.95 set.(SG2-MAG-MATTE)
Gloss Black....................................................$64.95 set.(SG2-MAG-GLOSS)
Carbon Fiber.......................................................$75 set.(SG2-MAG-CF)
(Please specify 993,996 or 997 when ordering.)
Carbon Fiber on 997
Magnetic Classic Carrera Decals

For Questions or to place an Order: e-mail: Info@MagnaGrafik.com
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“I got the Carbon Fiber SG's and they are stunning, beautiful! The pattern is awesome.”
F. Garcia - Carrera 4S Owner

Magnetic Gloss with Porsche Script

996/997 “Speedster” Magnetic Stone Guards
Patterned from the 997 Speedster. We precision cut these from high energy
material. Unlike the clear guards, these SG’s will not yellow over time. They add
an agressive styling to your 911. These stone guards mount right over the factory
SG’s in seconds. Perfect for track events or long trips.These were designed for
high speed applications and will not (if mounted properly) fly off. Available in
matte black, gloss black, gloss black with red Porsche and Black Carbon Fiber.
We use only the best products from 3M for the finest of German sportscars.

Matte Black...................................................$64.95 set.(SS-SG-M)
Gloss Black....................................................$79.95 set.(SS-SG-G)
Gloss Black with Porsche script in Red...................$79.95 set.(SS-SG-GP)
Gloss Black with Script

(Fits 993, 996 and 997)

Carbon Fiber “Speedster” Magnetic Stone Guards
Patterned from the 997 Speedster. We mount 3M black carbon fiber film to
high energy magnetic material. We then precision cut. Unlike the clear guards,
these SG’s will not yellow over time. These shark fins add an agressive look.
These stone guards mount right over the factory SG’s in seconds. Perfect for
track events or long trips.

Black Carbon Fiber...........................................$89.95 set.(SS-SG-CF)

Black Carbon Fiber

(Fits 993, 996 and 997)

For Questions or to Place an Order: info@magnagrafik.com
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Cayenne Vinyl Stripes
We produce this graphic in all model variants from standard Cayenne to Cayenne Turbo.
This graphic is a reflection of Porsches from the past and has a classic appearance on the

Vinyl (color)...$150 set. Cayenne-V-(color)
Vinyl Black Carbon Fiber.......$250 set. Cayenne-V-CF

world’s finest SUV. We highly recommend the black carbon fiber version. It looks stunning!
white

Panamera Vinyl Stripes
We offer this graphic in all Panamera model variants.This graphic is a reflection of Porsches
from the past and has a classic appearance on the world’s finest GT. We highly recommend the

yellow

orange

silver

red

lt. blue blue

carbon fiber

black

Vinyl (color)...$150 set. Panamera-V-(color)
Vinyl Black Carbon Fiber.......$250 set. Panamera-V-CF

black carbon fiber version. Please indicate model when ordering.
white

yellow

orange

silver

red

lt. blue blue

carbon fiber

For Questions or to Place an Order: info@magnagrafik.com
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rallye plates

210
Antique finish

210

These rally plates pay homage to Porsche’s
dominance in the classic Monte Carlo Rally
during the 60’s and 70’s. Precisely replicated
from the original, we offer these in Vinyl and
high energy Magnetic. We use only the finest
products from 3M and laminate high gloss.
These plates add a touch of class and history
to your car. Offered in Antique and Bright White
finish.

Classic Monte-Carlo
Magnetic: RMC-M-NP...$49.95 ea Vinyl: RMC-V-NP...$39.95 ea
(Measures 8”x 18.5” wide) * please indicate number and white or
antique finish when ordering.

2
Monte-Carlo Porsche
Magnetic: MCP-M-NP...$59.95 ea Vinyl: MCP-V-NP...$44.95 ea
(Measures 9.5”x 18.5” wide) * please indicate number and white or
antique finish when ordering.

Monte-Carlo Door Plates 2X

2
Bright White finish

Antique finish

Magnetic: RMC-M-DP...$119.95 pair Vinyl: RMC-V-DP...$94.95 pair
(Measures 14.5”x 18.5” wide) * please indicate number and white or
antique finish when ordering.

For Questions or to Place an Order: info@magnagrafik.com
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Mini Magnetic Stone Guards
These stone guards are designed to protect your paint from road debris while adding a stylish touch to your Mini. Precision cut from highenergy magnetic material these stone guards install in seconds and can be removed and re-installed at will. These stone guards are perfect
for long trips and track events. Our high energy magnetic material is 4 times the strength of standard magnetic material and is specially
coated to protect your car’s finish. We use only the best products from 3M and laminate high gloss for a “painted on” appearance.
These were designed for high speed applications and will not fly off if maintained properly. We recommend removing stone guards when
washing your car. We also recommend drying the backside if you go through a rainstorm (moisture build-up behind the stone guard can
cause hazing if left unattended). We offer these in design styles to match the factory graphics. These fit R50, R52, R53, R56, R57 and R58.

Union Jack, Checkered Flag, BlackJack..................$54.95 set. (Mini-SG-Style)
Black Carbon Fiber...........................................$59.95 set.(Mini-SG-CF)

Union Jack

Union Jack

Checkered Flag

BlackJack

Union Jack

Checkered Flag

Checkered Flag

Black Carbon Fiber

Black Carbon Fiber

